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A clinical data integration expert looking to transition to a full-time teaching role where a passionate and
innovative approach will be valued.

Summary of Qualifications





Excellent data analysis, modeling and visualization skills in MySQL, Oracle, SQL Server, XML
and HL7.
Wide and deep exposure to operating systems and programming such as C, C++, VB, C#, Java,
Perl, PHP and Windows, Linux and Solaris.
Web development and administration experience under all major platforms including
PHP/MySQL/Linux, ASP.net and Java.
Exceptional ability to quickly learn new technologies and explain them to others.

Education
Master of Science, Computer and Information Science, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
Bachelor of Arts (Cum Laude), Computer Science, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA

Technical Expertise
Languages
Systems
Software
Databases

Perl, C#, PHP, C, C++, Java, C, XML, Javascript, HTML, Visual Basic
Windows, Linux, Solaris, OS X
Visual Studio, SeeBeyond Suite, Visio, JBuilder, Excel, Dreamweaver, CVS, Visual
Source Safe
mySQL, SQL Server, Oracle

Professional Experience
University of Pennsylvania Health System, Philadelphia, PA
Senior Programmer Analyst
2004-Present
Function as a SME for integration of hospital information systems and research applications. Lead
transition activities for customers from legacy systems to new enterprise-level systems. Responsible for
“special projects” programming of niche applications.
 Performed complex data mapping from a customer’s data set to a new application, writing a
program to automatically import their data, saving a huge amount of manual labor.
 Built a custom desktop application in C# that automated a doctor’s drug regimen recommendation
process using data from an organ transplant database and a decision tree.
 Designed, built and maintain HIPAA-compliant, clinical data web applications in
Java/Struts/Oracle that provide secure access to patient registries, bulk lab results and clinical
studies.
 Building the WASP (Web Application and Schema Producer) web application using object
oriented Perl. The system makes it simple to create a web front-end, database backend and
linkages between the two entirely on the web or derives the information from sample data. The
system features role-based and ACL-based security.
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Caveon, Midvale, UT
Subject Matter Expert/Exam Item Writer
2012-Present
Authored and reviewed competency-based exam questions.
 Graduate level: cryptography, security policies
 Undergraduate level: web development, fundamentals of programming, network design and
management, application infrastructure
 Microsoft certification exams: 70-680 (Configuring Windows 7), 98-365 (Windows Server
Fundamentals), 98-366 (Networking Fundamentals), 98-376 (Security Fundamentals)
Rowan University, Glassboro, NJ
Adjunct Professor of Computer Science
2012-Present
Teach programming classes to undergraduate students in the evening.
 Taught CS-01104, “Introduction to Scientific Programming”, introducing students to basic
programming concepts using VB.NET.
 Taught CS-01200, “Computing Environments”, introducing students to Microsoft Office and basic
HTML authoring.
Gloucester County College, Sewell, NJ
Adjunct Professor of Computer Science
2007-Present
Teach programming classes to undergraduate students in the evening.
 Taught CSC-101, “Introduction to Programming”, introducing students to basic programming
concepts using VB.NET.
 Taught CIS-110, “Fundamentals of Programming”, which is quite similar to the above.
 Taught CSC-111, “Intermediate Programming”, expands on the above to include array processing,
file I/O and basic object oriented programming.
 Taught CSC-201, “Programming in C”, introducing students to basic through intermediate
concepts of the C programming language.
 Taught CSC-205, “Programming in C++”, expanding on the above class to use object-oriented
development and focusing on designing software.
 Taught CSC-220, “Data Structures and Algorithms”, introducing students to stacks, queues, linked
lists in both C and C++, along with basic algorithm analysis.
 Taught CIS-264, “[Web] Database Applications Programming”, using PHP and MySQL on Linux
to build database-driven web sites. I setup and administer the server.
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
Research Programmer
2001-2004
Built a prototype email replacement using C# web services, web services enhancement (WSE) pack, SQL
Server 2000 and mathematically provable security features. Experimented with biometrics, SSL, VPNs,
x.509 certificate authorities, network tools (ethereal, snort, hogwash, iptables,etc.). Managed all lab
resources to ensure security of systems, appropriate remote access, custom network and system
configurations for experiments.
 Learned the .Net platform and various security features in 2 weeks, producing a basic prototype
that secured a 100k research grant from Microsoft to fund WSEmail.
 Created WSEmail ( http://wsemail.ws ) to explore an alternative to traditional email that allowed
for security (X.509 signatures and federated identities), adaptability (negotiation for
communication channels) and extensibility (downloadable new functionality), resulting in an
IEEE publication.
 Rewrote, in Perl, an OpenSSL-based certificate authority to interface with the University’s data
warehouse to provide positive identity credentials for secure file distribution.
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